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right direction. It is the very first ever private or public acknowledgement (to those affected)
by Satyananda Ashram as an entity that any harm ever happened to children in this
institution’s care, as well as their families and others dedicated to building Satyananda
Ashram in form and reputation.

However, the nature of social media is highly transient; older messages lose prominence
and Satyananda Ashram’s message and invitation to post on their site has ‘fallen’, is no
longer immediately visible, and thus cannot be said to be a truly permanent, public,
significant, meaningful and genuine acknowledgement from Satyananda Ashram to survivors
of its past wrongs.

Both myself and my mother have received a personal message through social media from a
representative of the Ashram’s administration. Despite being almost carbon copies of letters
received by others (close associates who have trusted me enough to share their personal
messages) it is nonetheless one of the most significant positive actions the Ashram has
made toward me in 25 years. However it is only an electronic message and was reactive on
the part of the administration in an attempt to respond in a timely manner to recent social
media posts.

We and our families will not attend Satyananda Ashram ’s 40th anniversary nor the Thursday,
April 17th 2014 afternoon healing mantra with fire ceremony. While a healing mantra with fire
ceremony and memorial for those who suffered past abuse may work for the current
administration as a way to openly acknowledge and heal/ deal with the past, it doesn’t
resonate or work for us on a number of levels. The event appears to be a rushed late
addition to a previously arranged 40th anniversary. It is planned at a time when most people
will not have arrived for the celebrations over the Easter long weekend. It is not planned for
a public holiday meaning it is not truly accessible, and there is little preparation time for
those who may need to attend from interstate or overseas. There is also an apparent lack of
presence by the figurehead of the organisation, Swami Niranjanananda, to lead a public and
open acknowledgement in addressing past wrongs.
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